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THE CERAMIC IMPORT IN LATE ROMAN, BYZANTINE AND EARLY ARABIC GIZA: ON THE EXTERNAL CONTACTS OF THE MEMPHITE AREA

Since 1996 Russian archaeological Mission in Giza had been discovered the minor cemetery in Giza. It was found a huge quantity of ceramic material – the whole vessels and potsherds. The majority of the material is dated by the Old Kingdom. Some of the samples are belongs to the latest part of the New Kingdom, Late Period, Ptolemaic, Roman, Byzantine and Early Arabic times. In the midst of the latest is presented import pottery, which indicated the relations between memphite area and foreign countries. The ceramic material of import origin (above 150 potsherds) was found from the debris of Old Kingdom disturbed burials and from the rooms of Khafraankh’s rock-cut tomb and was dated by Late Roman (III–IV cent. A.D.), Byzantine (395–641 A.D.) and Early Arabic periods (642–X cent. A.D.).

It is characterize by the morphological form and clay fabrics. On its functions, the vessels can be divided on three groups: the tableware (bowls, in general), the containers for transportation and storage food (amphorae) and lighting appliances (lamps).

The group of tableware is presented by 9 fragments of bowls with fine red or brown slip with stamp ornament, the ware so-called “sigillata”. Originally sigillatae – very qualitative ceramics, were produced in Arretium (modern

1 In Roman, Byzantine and Early Arabic period Egypt practically was not self-powered state: 30 B.C. – 395 A.D. – Egypt was a province of Roman Empire; 395–641 A.D. – was in Byzantine Empire; since 642 till 905 A.D. – was independent under the reign of Tulunid dynasty; since 969 A.D. was included in Fatimid Khalifat. Nevertheless, Egypt safe trade relations with other countries as a stable geographical region.
Arrezo in Italy) in 50 B.C. – 50 A.D. Since I cent. A.D. it were imitated by the pottery workshops of Gallia, Germany, Asia Minor and Levant, but this vessels were worse in quality. According to the clay fabrics and colour of surface, the sigillatae from the excavations of Russian archaeological Mission in Giza are divided on two groups. The first group (7 examples) have brilliant red slip surface and is made of fine hard orange-reddish clay with a little quantity of fine white (limestone) and red-brown inclusions:

- 02/R2/6 – bowl rim (pl. 3, fig. 2) was found in front of the small mud-brick mastaba 48 (48a on pl. 1), in debris;
- 05/68/37 – bowl rim (pl. 3, fig. 3) was found in Area II, in debris of the complex 68 (68 on pl. 2);
- 06/Iv/1 – bowl rim (pl. 3, fig. 4), was found in Area II, in debris of the south part of the area;
- 01/24/29 – bowl wall with stamp ornament (pl. 3, fig. 7), was found in Area II, in debris of the south part of the area;
- 01/23/16 – bowl rim with ornament (pl. 3, fig. 1), was found in Area II, in debris under the shaft 64 (64 on pl. 2);
- 05/68/36 – bowl rim with stamp ornament (pl. 3, fig. 5), was found in Area II, in debris of the complex 68 (pl. 2);
- 05/67/27 – bowl rim with stamp ornament (pl. 3, fig. 6), was found in Area II, in pit 67, upper level (67 on pl. 2).

According to the clay fabric (so-called North African Red Slip Ware), this group comes from Tunis and is dated by III–VII cent. A.D. These bowls

---

have four variants of rim: simple straight rim (III cent. A.D.,\(^4\) 01/23/16 (pl. 3, fig. 1)), roll rim (V–VII cent. A.D.,\(^5\) 05/68/37, 02/R2/6 (pl. 3, fig. 2, 3)), complex recurved rim (late IV–V cent. A.D.,\(^6\) 06/IIn/1 (pl. 3, fig. 4)), triangular ribbing rim (late V – early VI cent. A.D.,\(^7\) 05/68/36, 05/67/27 (pl. 3, fig. 5, 6)).

The area of diffusion the Tunisian sigillatae in world is covered the territory of Byzantine Empire.\(^8\) In Egypt it is limited by Alexandria, Delta and Northern Sinai from the north and Elephantina from the south.\(^9\) However

---


\(^8\) Tunisian sigillatae were found in Chersonesos (northern coast of Black Sea), in strata of middle VI – VII cent. A.D., when the town was under the Byzantine Empire. –Крым, Северо-Восточное Причерноморье и Закавказье в эпоху средневековья. IV – XIII века. Moscow, 2003. P. 48, table 27, №5, 6.

Tunisian sigillatae don't still attested in Giza officially.\textsuperscript{10} Tunisian clay fabric is characterized by very fine red-orange, red or red-brownish colour and obligatory very qualitative red slip of the outside and inside. In IV–V cent. A.D. Tunisian sigillatae were copied in Kharga oasis (so-called Kharga Red Slip Ware).\textsuperscript{11} Since the end of IV cent. till the beginning of the IX cent. A.D. in Egypt, in Aswan pottery workshops, had producing local qualitative sigillatae imitations from Aswan rose kaolin clay (so-called Aswan Red Slip Ware).\textsuperscript{12} Supposed, that Aswan pottery workshops were specialized on producing the fine tableware only, which imitate the import pottery.\textsuperscript{13} That production was diffusing in different sites of Egypt: Kellia (modern Qusur el-Rubayat near Alexandria),\textsuperscript{14} Tebtynis (Fayum oasis),\textsuperscript{15} Cheikh Abd al-Gourna,\textsuperscript{16} Tod,\textsuperscript{17} Elephantine (Upper Egypt). In many Egyptian regions since VI to early IX cent. A.D. coarser sigillatae imitations were made of Nile alluvial clays with middle-fine red slip.

\textsuperscript{10} M. Bonifay, \textit{Etudes sur la céramique romaine tardive d’Afrique}. P. 454-456, fig. 256.
\textsuperscript{13} Bourriaux. Umm El-Gaàb. P. 88.
\textsuperscript{14} Bosson, Rassart-Debergh, \textit{Kellia} II. P. 77-78, fig. 4 (N°12).
They were fixed in Giza (bowl 05/67/37 (pl. 3, fig. 10)), Saqqara,18 Tebtynis,19 Luxor.20 Probably, they were producing in local pottery workshops, not far from they were used.

The second group of bowls with stamp ornament (2 examples), which was found by Russian Mission in Giza, was made of fine hard light-brown clay without visible inclusions, and was covered by fine brown slip inside and outside:

05/67/33 – bowl bottom with stamp ornament (pl.3, fig. 8), was found in Area II, in pit 67, upper level (67 on pl. 2);
05/68/33 – bowl bottom with stamp ornament (pl. 3, fig. 9), was found in Area II, in debris of the complex 68 (68 on pl. 2).

Such clay fabric with fine brown, red, or light-brown slip comes from Cyprus island (so-called Cypriot Red Slip Ware). This form of the bowls is dated by middle VI–VIII cent. A.D.21 Analogical Cypriot bowls were fixed on different sites of Egypt: Kellia,22 Tanis (Delta),23 Northern Sinai,24 Tebtynis

---

22 P.Ballet P, N.Bosson, M.Rassart-Debergh, Kellia. II. P. 74-75, fig. 3 (№6, 7).
(Fayum).\textsuperscript{25} It is supposed, that Cypriot pottery workshops produced imitations of Tunisian sigillatae, at the same time in workshops of Phocea and Thessalonike, since IV cent. A.D.\textsuperscript{26}

The most numerous group of import wares is amphorae. During 10 seasons of Russian excavations in Giza were found about 140 fragments of import amphorae of Late Roman, Byzantine and Early Arabic times. These findings are concentrated predominantly in Area II, rarer – in the debris of Khafreankh’s rock-cut tomb (Old Kingdom) and Area I.

The majority of examples (in the main walls of vessels) belong to the so-called type “Late Roman Amphorae 1” (LRA1). This type comes from East Mediterranean area: Cyprus, Rhodes, Palestine, Antiochus, Cilicia (central Turkey) and is dated by V–VIII cent. A.D.\textsuperscript{27} Unlike sigillatae, amphorae were imported not for itself, but as the container with oil or wine. The first opinion is based on some amphorae’s dipinti.\textsuperscript{28} The latest opinion is based on the fact, that amphorae for wine were spreading by resin inside for hermetic. We have some ceramic examples of LRA1 from our excavations with traces of resin inside.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{26} M.Bonifay, Etudes sur la céramique romaine tardive d’Afrique. P. 459.
\textsuperscript{28} Amphora with greek inscription from Tanis. – L.Bavay, J.-L.Bovot, O.Lavigne, La céramique romaine tardive et byzantine de Tanis. P. 58.
\end{flushleft}
was usual for Egyptian wine amphorae of types LRA7 and "Egloff 172", which were produced in Middle Egypt and were diffused in Egypt from Delta to Nubia.\(^{29}\) Ancient Roman historian Plinius noted about this technical method.\(^{30}\) Alfred Lucas made some analysis of black covering in amphorae – in all cases it was resin.\(^{31}\)

According to research, 80% of LRA1 were imported in Egypt from Cyprus, 15% – from Cilicia, and 5% – from other regions of East Mediterranean.\(^{32}\) The amphorae LRA1 were discovered in many Egyptian sites, from Delta and Northern Sinai to Nubia and oases of Lybian desert (Kharga).\(^{33}\)

The amphorae from Russian excavations in Giza (97/8/40 (pl. 4, fig. 4), 99/17/3 (pl. 4, fig. 1), 99/17/57, 99/17/58, 05/68/40, 05/68/44, 05/69/7 (pl. 4, fig. 2), 05/69/13, 05/69/21 (pl. 4, fig. 5), 05/69/6 (pl. 4, fig. 3)) were made of middle-coarse marl clay of beige or light-beige colour with large quantity of mineral

\(^{29}\) For example, amphorae’s fragments from Russian excavations in Giza: type LRA7 (99/24/98, 01/23/18a, 05/67/17), type “Egloff 172” (01/23/19, 01/23/34).


\(^{31}\) Plin., XIV, 25.

\(^{32}\) А.Лукас, *Материалы и ремесленные производства Древнего Египта*. Moscow, 1958. P. 60.


inclusions of brown, grey and black colour. Such clay fabric is characterized for Cypriot amphorae.\(^{35}\) They were found in debris of the slope in the tomb of Khafreankh, in debris of the shaft 17 (Area I, \(pl. ~1\)), in debris of Area II (complexes 68, 69, \(pl. ~2\)). Some fragments from Russian excavations are note of red simple wave ornament (05/69/7 (\(pl. 4, ~fig. ~2\)), 05/69/21 (\(pl. 4, ~fig. ~5\))). One fragment of LRA1, probably was used as ostracon (05/69/6 (\(pl. 4, ~fig. ~3\))), but the text, unfortunately, was not understandable.

Recently appeared facts about producing in Egypt local imitations of LRA1. Such examples come from Giza (from our excavations), Saqqara (pottery workshop of St. Jeremia’s Monastery,\(^{36}\) Baouit,\(^{37}\) Kellia.\(^{38}\) But this phenomenon had not mass character. The distinctions between import LRA1 and its local Egyptian imitation consist of the clay fabric and quality of manufacture. The clay fabric of local imitations more fine than import. In many cases was used middle-fine Nile alluvial beige-brown clay with small quantity of fine mineral inclusions (97/8/38 (\(pl. 4, ~fig. ~6\))). Some examples were made of fine marl hard clay of light-yellowish-beige colour, with small quantity of middle fine brown mineral inclusions and small quantity of middle size organic inclusions (99/17/4, (\(pl. 4, ~fig. ~7\))). The manufacturing of these vessels is also better, than its import prototypes.

In the minor cemetery in Giza were found two fragments of amphorae with infundibular neck – so-called Late Roman Amphorae of type 2 (97/8/37, 05/68/20 (\(pl. 5\))). They were found in debris in the slope of Khafreankh’s tomb and in complex 68 (Area II, \(pl. ~2\)). The fragment 05/68/20 (\(pl. 5, ~fig. ~2\)) was made of fine hard marl clay of beige-orange colour, with middle quantity of

\(^{36}\) H.Ghaly, *Pottery Workshops of Saint-Jeremia (Saqqara)*. P. 168, fig. 16.
middle-fine limestone inclusions. Another fragment 97/8/37 (pl. 5, fig. 1) was made of middle-fine middle-hard marl clay of beige colour, with small quantity of fine and middle size mineral inclusions (sand, limestone), with beige-brown smooth. Probably, these fragments have different origin.

The type LRA2 comes from Aegean region (Chyos island, in generally) and from Argolida (north-eastern Peloponnesus), and is dated by III–VI cent. A.D., mainly second part of VI cent. A.D. This is the rare type for Egypt: besides Giza, it was found in Gabbari (Alexandria necropolis), Baouit (Middle Egypt) and Ashmunein (ancient Hermopolis Magna in Middle Egypt). According to S. Marchand, ceramologist of IFAO, these amphorae can be producing also on territory of modern Romania.

The latest group of import Byzantine and Early Arabic vessels, which were found by Russian Archaeological Mission in Giza – is lamps. In this group we have the sole fragment of import lamp (05/68/34 (pl. 6)), which was found in debris of the complex 68 (pl. 2). It was made from very fine marl clay of orange colour, without visible inclusions. The surface was covered by very fine red-orange slip. According to the clay fabric (so-called African Red Slip Ware), the origin of this lamp is Tunis. The analogous form of lamps was dated by IX–X cent. A.D., but was produced in Egyptian workshops from local alluvial (Nile silt) clay.

In Late Roman, Byzantine and Early Arabic periods in the Memphite sites (in particular, in Giza) were supplied different goods (wine, oil, qualitative

30 S.Marchand, D.Dixneuf, Amphores et conteneurs égyptiens et importes du VIIe siècle apr. J.-C. P. 16, fig. 41.
pottery) from three Mediterranean regions: Northern Africa (Tunis), Eastern Mediterranean (Cyprus) and the islands of Aegean region. These goods were so popular, that got a wide diffusion on all Egypt, and some of them become a prototype of the productions of the local Egyptian pottery workshops. But the trade was not one-sided. Egypt exported different wares to another provinces of Roman and Byzantine Empires, for example, glass vessels, beads, pottery bowls, wine amphorae from Abou-Mina (near Alexandria) were found even in the towns of Northern Black Sea coast, where these goods were luxury.


43 Крым, Северо-Восточное Причерноморье и Закавказье в эпоху средневековья. С. 51, 52, табл. 23 (№12). Amphora №12 was mistakably attributed as a production of pottery workshops in Chersonesos, but its form characterized for LRA5/6 (ware from Abou-Menæ, north-western Egypt), as well as import amphorae LRA1 (№5 from Cyprus or Cilicia) and LRA4 (№4 from Gaza).
Abbreviations.

AI – Annales Islamologiques. Le Caire.


BCE – Bulletin de la Céramique Égyptienne. Le Caire.

CCE – Cahiers de la Céramique Égyptienne, Institut français d’archéologie orientale. Le Caire.
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